Junior Science: Heading Your Papers

All junior scientists must put a proper heading on their homework papers. Homework papers without proper headings will either be graded down or given back for a do-over. See the example:

Scout Baum
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Introduction and Chapter 1 Questions

1. Your answer to question #1 goes here.
2. Your answer to question #2 goes here.
3. You must always answer questions with complete sentences.
4. By observing it.
5. The answer to number 4, above, is not a complete sentence.
6. Below is a complete sentence.
7. Scientists learn about the earth by observing it directly and indirectly.
8. Okie dokie?

Your name, the class this assignment belongs to, the date it was assigned.

See the margin lines? Begin on the top blue line, keep your writing inside both red lines.

A line space here keeps your title from crowding your answers.